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About my Family:  

 

I’m son of Sanjay Shetty and my father is a Businessman. My Mother’s Name is Madhuri Shetty and 

she’s a private employee. 

I have an elder sister and she was born on 20-Mar-1999 

 

My Achievements 

Achievement type: Sports, Football          Year of Achievement: 20-Aug-2019                  
We Under 14 Team qualified for the Final Round of the AFC Under 14 Championship after the 
Qualification Round in Saudi Arabia in November. We were grouped with Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, 
Sri Lanka & Bhutan. We beat Sri Lanka 6-0, drew 2-2 with Iraq, beat Lebanon 3-0, defeated Saudi Arabia 
3-0 & Bhutan 4-0 in the qualification round. 

Achievement: Football      Class: 10th  

 

Achievement Type: Sports , Table Tennis    Year of Achievement: 21-Jan-2018 
We have a Table tennis club in school, a mix of best from all the classes and I’m proud and privileged to 
be part of the club. We participated in the Inter school competitions and won awards.   

Achievement:  Table Tennis     Class: 9th  

 

Achievement Type: Sports , Cricket     Year of Achievement: 21-Jan-2019 

I’m a part of the Community cricket club. All the families in the community who are good at the game 

can be a part of it. We play with the other communities or colonies during weekends and I feel proud to 

be a part of the best team among the communities.     

Achievement:  Cricket        Class: 10th  

 

Achievement Type: Performing Arts, Dance               Year of Achievement: 21-Jan-2017 

I have been practicing Dance for 5 years and I went to a dedicated Dance school and learnt freestyle 

dancing and also gave performances representing the school at the state level and won awards.  

Achievement: Dance          Class: 8th           

Achievement Type: Creative Arts, Water Painting   Year of Achievement: 21-Jan-2016 

Art is a way of expressing beauty sentiments, and feelings. The arts that I did was about Nature. I used 

water colors to get the desired shade and I’ve participated in my school in the painting competition and 

won accolades.  

Achievement: Water Painting       Class: 7th  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Environment   

Date of Activity: 20-09-2015     Class: 6th  

Environment Supported: Air 

Breath is the most important activity which almost no one notices but is the truth for our very existence. 

I was always taught by my Parents that Nature should be respected and all beings are equal and should 

be treated that way. I plant as many plants as possible to make sure that the ecological balance is given 

importance. 

Outcome: Purified air in and around my house and Colony and also it’s a stress buster to all who indulge 

in a little bit of gardening.  

Community Service       

                                                                                       

Name of the Charitable Institute: Akshaya Patra   Date of Activity: 28-Sept-2016  

I supported the NGO by Raising Funds and the service was for the Orphanage. 

About the NGO: The Akshaya Patra Foundation is a not-for-profit organization. The organization strives 

to eliminate classroom hunger by implementing the Mid-Day Meal Scheme in the government schools 

and government-aided schools. Alongside, Akshaya Patra also aims at countering malnutrition and 

supporting the right to education of socio-economically disadvantaged children.  

 

My Readings   

Date of Activity: 27-Sept-2014 

It’s a Fantasy Book called the Harry Potter. 

Learning and Outcome of the book is: Harry potter has a series of Books. The novels chronicle the lives 

of a young wizard, Harry Potter, and his friends, all of whom are students at Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry. The main story concerns Harry's struggle against a dark wizard who intends to 

become immortal. It is about the strength of the Good over Evil. 
Finished Reading the book on : 1-Nov-2014 

 

Study Tour  

Date of travel: 10-Oct-2017        Class: 8th  

Place travelled to: Egypt 

Topic: Architecture 

Outcome: Egypt has one of the longest histories of any country, tracing its heritage back to the 6th–4th 

millennia BCE. The Egyptians were one of the first major civilizations to codify design elements in art 

and architecture which impressed me the most. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magician_(fantasy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Potter_(character)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogwarts_School_of_Witchcraft_and_Wizardry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hogwarts_School_of_Witchcraft_and_Wizardry


 

My Goals: 

Personal Essay: My name is Madhu Shetty. I am a vice captain in my high school. My favorite 
subjects are Mathematics and Science. I am going to enter the university because my goal is to study 
these subjects in future and to become a respected professional in one of the fields. I can say that I am a 
responsible and a hard-working student. Moreover, being a sociable person, I have many friends since I 
like to communicate with people and get to know new interesting individuals. I enjoy my time at school: 
it is really nice to study, the students are very friendly and ready to help. The atmosphere cannot but 
make me want to go there every time. I like to receive and deal with challenging tasks. I am a 
very enthusiastic student and I think this is a strong point of mine. 

What my life has been like so far: It taught me that life is a game of perspectives. If you have more 
number of perspectives, you’re able to analyze, gauge, critique situations and moments much better. It 
helps you understand so many different paths that can be tread and also serves the best choice on a 
platter. Like in vlogging, the more the content, the merrier, because you have so much more to choose 
from and you can filter and find the perfect shot. 

Defining Moments: It was the beginning of my seventh grade year. I was about twelve years old and, I 
guess you could say a nerd. I did well in school so I was placed in the Gifted and Talented program with 
other nerds in my class. As part of this program we were required to read at a certain level or read a 
certain number of books each semester and it was the best moment of life where I learned about many 
things.  

Critical Choices:   
             I made some choices that were wrong. My choices put everyone in a situation they would rather 
not have been in. I chose to take the easy way and make quick money. It was easy and it was quick but 
the consequences were horrible. My parents stood by and helped me get back to my studies. 
 
Role Model/influential People:  I love my mom; I love her the most, is the thought that comes to my 
mind when I think about her. She is the one who loves me unconditionally and cares for me beyond 
imagination. When she embraces me I get the most tranquil feeling in life. She knows it all before even I 
know what I want in my life. It breaks my heart when she is upset or when she falls sick. I have one little 
prayer to God; just keep my parents healthy and happy forever. 
 
My two-year plan: The goal I’m currently striving for is to make this world a better place to live in by 

starting the changes with myself. Sure, I’ve had bad experiences in my life too, but this is exactly what 

made me the way I am now: grateful, full of love, with a desire to study well because it will help me 

become a successful person in future and have a high quality of life. I believe that it is manifesting day 

by day and I feel even more responsibility for what I do and where I go. With all I already have, I know 

that I’m on the right path and I will do my best to inspire others to live the way they feel like living as 

well.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 


